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I 

1522 is not a particularly memorable year in English history. Its chief event 
was the dedaration of war against France, a singularly unnecessary and profit
less one in which England's part was small and inglorious. Still, men and 
money-mainly the latter-had to be found, and the efforts of the state 
to do so resulted in a survey of national resources unparallelled perhaps since 
the compiling of Domesday Book.' In the summer of that year commissions 
were issued for musters to be held in every shire. There was nothing unusual 
in this, but on this occasion the enquiry embraced much more than the tally 
of able-bodied men and arms and armour. The commissioners were 
instructed2 to ascertain the owner and annual value of every parcel of land, 
and to obtain from every man a statement on oath of his "value and sub
stance", taking into account every type of property, "debts, specialities, loans, 
merchandise, household implements", and so forth. No efforts were to be 
spared in getting true valuations; special pains were to be taken over men 
suspected of deliberately undervaluing themselves. The ostensible reason 
for all this was to find out how much every one was able to contribute towards 
the furnishing of harness which was of course an obligation laid on every 
free man. The real purpose, as revealed in confidential letters addressed to 
the Commissioners for Warwickshire,3 was to prepare the ground for the 
assessment of a forced loan of unprecedented magnitude. This was levied 
in 1523. In that same year Cardinal Wolsey demanded from Parliament a 
grant of £800,000 which was clearly prompted by the success of the loan. 

The need for an up-to-date valuation of property for fiscal purposes was 
plain. Attempts in the fifteenth century to replace the obsolete fifteenths 
and tenths fixed in 1334 had failed in the face of determined opposition, 
and the most recent experiments in taxation had fared no better : the subsidy 
on lands, goods and wages voted in 15 13 had not even remotely approached 
the yield expected of it.4 Now, in 1522, a new and radical effort was to be 
made to raise the money needed for prosecuting the war, and since experience 
had proved it impossible to get realistic assessments by fair means they were 
to be got by foul. We are not, however, concerned with the fiscal arrange
ments of Wolsey, but with the legacy of economic and social information they 
have bequeathed to us. 

The record of the Survey of Harness has survived for only a handful 
of counties. Of these the Rutland book,s though much the shortest, is easily 
the best, for only there did the Commissioners really try to do all that was 
demanded of them. Even so we must regret that they failed to ennumerate 
"every stocke and stocks of Cattell", or to come anywhere near including 
every man aged 16 and over. Indeed they listed only about 70 per cent of 
them. Almost certainly, however, this includes very nearly every one with 
any considerable quantity of goods. The missing men mostly had few or 
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no goods, and most of them, we can be reasonably sure, are present in one 
or both of the subsidy rolls compiled in 1524 and 1525.6 Though not quite 
as reliable as the survey we can use them to supplement it and thus arrive 
at virtually a complete account of the adult male population (plus a handful 
of women).? There should be over 2,000 of them, representing a total 
population of upwards of 7,000 souls at an average density of about 50 per 
sq. mile, which is barely half what it was in the census of 18or.8 

The fortunate conjunction of three general registrations in a period of 
less than three years gives us a unique picture of a piece of Midland England 
at the close of the Middle Ages, which still practised open-field farming, and 
was virtually untouched by the growing domestic systems of manufacture. 
It is unavoidably a picture that is quite independent of manorial accounts, 
surveys and court rolls, but their absence is more than compensated for by 
the novelty of the approach which, with due regard for the limitations of 
medieval figures, we are entitled to consider statistical. Figures are often 
round; but when we are dealing in terms of human beings and their activities, 
are they in fact any less credible than three places of decimals? 

II 
The economy of Rutland was wholly agrarian. What trade and industry 
there was existed solely to serve the farming population, and indeed nearly 
all artisans and tradesmen were part-time farmers. To such people the land 
was of prime importance, and we must begin by finding out who owned it. 

The commissioners listed some 1 ,4 5 o persons dwelling in the county 
of whom 144 laymen and 51 priests, besides numerous strangers, had freehold 
interests in land. With the clergy this often meant tithes and rent charges 
rather than the land itself, and in the case of parish chaplains their stipends, 
which were charges on the benefices the duties of which they discharged. 
The lordship of a manor could similarly mean little more than rents of assize 
and customary dues: Pilton, for instance, was worth only five marks, in 
contrast to Hambleton which must have included a demesne since it was 
valued at £35. The great majority of farmers, however, were customary 
tenants or leaseholders, and the survey gives no account of their holdings 
other than mentioning the names of their lords. The nature and extent of 
holdings are not given. The facts may be summarised as follows: 

Number of Total value9 Median 
owners per annum value 

£ £ £ s. d. 
Laymen 

Resident I47 778 I 0 0 
Non-resident 56 (est.) 556 2 6 0 
The King I (est.) 725 

204 2,059 
Clergy 

Resident 51 360 5 6 8 
Non-resident 19 247 13 6 8 
Bishop of Lincoln l 58 

71 665 
Religious bodies 27 288 4 16 8 

27 288 

TOTALS 302 3,012 
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Almost every resident landowner is accounted for, as hardly any one appear
ing in the subsidy only is likely to have been one. But the estates of many 
non-resident laymen were not valued, principally those of the King-19 
Lordships out of a total of 51-and the manors of Ayston and Stretton; while 
the depopulated hamlets of Gunthorpe and Martinsthorpe10 are now illegible, 
so that out of eight persons' names only that of the lord of Gunthorpe can 
be deciphered. Nevertheless, the estimates are not unreasonable and without 
them the picture would be unbalanced. 

The King was easily the greatest of all landowners with very nearly a 
quarter of all the real estate in the county. Other non-resident laymen shared 
between a fifth and a sixth, while local inhabitants had a clear quarter. The 
Church's share was less than a third of which a relatively small part belonged 
to religious houses.11 

Many non-residents were men of high rank, including . three peers and 
a score or more of knights and gentlemen. Even so their holdings in Rutland 
were often small, with the result that more than half of all laymen, the King 
excepted, had only 20s. worth apiece, while a total of £1,000, as recorded, 
was shared by less than 60 men owning locally £5 worth or more. 

The most important lay resident was Richard Flower of Whitwell, 
assessed at £80; only two others, also esquires, held land valued at more 
than £50. There was one knight, Sir Edward Digby of Stoke Dry, whose 
assessment was left blank and who may not have been in residence in 1522. 
In 1524 he was taxed on £120 but much of this must have been for land 
outside the county. The 27 gentlemen were clearly in a lower income group 
ranging from £31 down to 40s., whereas the poorest squire, John Haryngton 
the. younger of Ridlington, was worth £23 6s. 8d. Yeomen too were 
generally landowners; just half of them had freeholds ranging from a 
maximum of £6 through a median of 40s. to a minimum of 12s. Their 
lowest figure, it is interesting to note, is the same as the median for husband
men, less than one in ten of whom were freeholders; their holdings ranged 
from 40s. to 2s. 4d. Five men described as labourers had very small holdings, 
but some of them may really have been husbandmen. 

The Church's share was only about 32 per cent. Again outsiders held 
the largest individual shares, in fact the major proportion. Among them 
were prebendaries of Lincoln and religious corporations of all types headed 
by Westminster Abbey with its manor at Oakham and several rectories worth 
in the aggregate upwards of £70. Rutland's one monastery, Brooke Priory, 
was very small and, in 1534, "moste parte ruynous": 12 its valuation of £20 
represented little more than the manor and rectory of Brooke itself. With 
trifling exceptions only the Bishop and corporations held temporalities, i.e. 
manors and lands, the value of which totalled upwards of £200. The best 
rectories had long been appropriated by religious houses: Oakham, for 
example, valued at £49 belonged to Westminster, while Ketton, Empingham 
and Lyddington were all annexed to prebendal stalls. The most valuable 
parsonage with a cure of souls was the combined living of Cottesmore and 
Barrow worth £22 per annum, the poorest Thistleton which yielded its 
incumbent only £4. As corrected by the Valor Ecclesiasticus the median 
income of 17 resident parsons was £u compared with £14 for non-residents. 
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The ten vicarages ranged from £13 17s. to £6, with a mean of £8. In general 
the valuations in the survey agree closely with those of the Valor13 compiled 
only 13 years later; there is no obvious reason for supposing that lay estates 
were less carefully appraised. 

Although we cannot rule out the possibility that some landowners were 
overlooked, in most townships there were very few freeholders. In Stretton 
and Teigh, for example, there were none whatever, while in contrast places 
like North Luffenham and Belton had a fairly numerous class of small holders; 
in Ketton eight out of 25 husbandmen had property worth from 2s. to nearly 
£5 a year. One source of confusion is the fact that unless a man was an 
owner-occupier it is possible to reckon him as an out-county man. In two 
cases there seems to be little problem as the names are distinctive: 
Bartholomew Overton, gentleman, of U ppingham had an annuity of 8s. from 
Morcott, Christopher Webster, husbandman, of Ridlington, had a 4s. holding 
in Belton; neither had land in his own parish. But what of John Parker, 
yeoman, who had 4s. worth in Empingham? The name is commonplace and 
could refer equally to a man at Belton or one at Clipsham-or neither. 
Fortunately most Rutland men lived on their own land; only 18 held property 
in more than one parish. Richard Flower's estates extended into four but 
even then all but 43s. 4d. worth was in his own parish of Whitwell. 14 

Since "lands" could mean seigneurial rights rather than effective pos
session, a man's position and influence might be measured by the number 
and quality of his tenants. In so small a county this may not be a con
clusive test since he might well have had the bulk of his estates elsewhere,1s 
but the effect of other possessions on his standing in Rutland can only be a 
subject for speculation. The apportionment of tenantry among the several 
classes of landowner is as follows : 

Owners Number No. of tenants Goods of tenants 

£ 
The King I 290 2,120 
Laymen 

Non-resident 38 340 3,514 
Resident 30 212 1,375 

Clergy 
Bishop of Lincoln I 69 560 
Non-resident 8 12 189 
Resident 9 13 90 

Religious bodies 17 147 847 

In numbers and wealth the tenants of laymen of all types were clearly the 
most important, while with an average of upwards of £10 apiece those of 
non-residents, excluding the King, stand out from the rest. The high 
average of the tenants of some clergy arises from the fact that most of them 
were farmers of parsonages, several of them gentlemen with property of their 
own. The account of church tenants seems, however, to be incomplete as 
no farmer of the valuable rectory of Oakham is named. 

Two of the greatest landowners kept their estates in hand: Francis 
Brown, esquire, of Tolethorpe had land worth 100 marks but only two 
tenants, and David Cecill of Tinwell had £46 in land there and no tenants 
at all. But if power could still sometimes be measured in terms of armed 
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tenantry the day was dawning when landlords would prefer to muster their 
40-shilling freeholders at the hustings. Forty-four inhabitants of Rutland 
enjoyed this franchise, but only one in four was any one's tenant, and only 
the King and the Bishop of Lincoln were lords of more than one voter-three 
apiece. Quite two-thirds of the voters were of gentle stock-a knight, eight 
esquires and 19 gentlemen- while for the rest there were only 13 yeomen 
and five husbandmen. · The 40-shilling qualification· effectively restricted 
political rights to a small number of men of real substance, and superficially 
at least independent. 16 

III 

As there is no means of estimating lands held by custo~ary tenures, the 
great majority of Rutlanders must be measured in terms of their personal 
property, which was distributed as follo,ws: 

Number Total 
Assessment* of persons value 

£ £ 
0 333 0 
l 199 213 
2 169 340 

3-5 260 990 
6-9 153 1,074 

10-19 184 2,259 
20-39 94 2,144 
40-99 22 r,135 

I00-200 10 1,253 

Totals 1,424 9,408 

Except that, as we shall see, it understates the size of the lowest classes, this 
summary broadly reflects the economics of the class structure in the county. 
Almost a quarter of the population owned no goods worthy of consideration, 
although most of them were "yong men and pore" some of whom might 
in time inherit their fathers' farms; but at the same time a number were stated 
to be old. Some 14 per cent who were assessed at £1 had only 2.3 per cent 
of the total wealth, and a further 12 per cent worth £2 each owned only about 
3.6 per cent of the goods. These latter formed a borderline class; many of 
them were afterwards taxed on wages since they were men who could not 
subsist without doing occasional day labour for others. Altogether just half 
the community shared a negligible proportion of its weath. Men worth 
£3-9 numbered 30 per cent of the population but held rather less than a 
quarter of the goods, less in fact than the £10-19 class which was less than 
half its size. Men assessed at upwards of £20 were recognised as being in 
a different class, for in the subsidy they were to be taxed at twice the rate 
applied to their inferiors. Those worth £40 would be called on to pay their 
taxes in advance of the main collection, while the £50 men would also pay an 
extra instalment. These relatively few men, numbering not one in ten of the 
population, shared more than half the total wealth between them; indeed 

* Fractional parts of a pound are ignored for the purposes of this table; they are 
mostly associated with the lower assessments. Any amount between £1 and £2 
is treated as £1; a few sums of under 20s. are treated as nil. 
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more than a quarter of it belonged to just 32 persons. Such men were mostly 
of gentle status; the backbone of rural society consisted of the yeomen and 
more substantial husbandmen ranging between £10-39, who were consider
able in number and held altogether about 50 per cent of its goods. 

Nevertheless this is only the general pattern. In each of the hundreds 
of Alstoe and Martinsley there was only one man. worth more than £40, while 
in the Soke of Oakham only the county town itself had any men at all in this 
division, three of them. Even in the markedly richer East hundred five of the 
£100 assessments belonged to the Brown family living in the small village 
of Little Casterton. In Martinsley hundred the three groups £1-9, £10-19 
and £20-39 each had approximately one-third of the total property. The 
biggest man there, Edward Burton, squire of Hambleton, had with his £50 
just 3 per cent of it. In Alstoe peasant farmers were even more prominent: 
30 per cent of all moveable goods belonged to men worth less than £10, and 
41 per cent to those in the £10-19 bracket. Here the £60 of Richard Flower, 
esquire, of Whitwell was not less than 5 per cent of the aggregate, and a 
rental of £80 further enhanced his pre-eminence. Conditions in the villages 
of the Soke of Oakham show a marked preponderance of small men with well 
over half the aggregate of goods belonging to the under-£10 class; the next 
group had less than one-third, and the £20-39 group barely a sixth. 
Altogether nearly two men out of three belonged to the lowest class. In 
Wrangdike, as in East hundred, the proportion of rich men was greater and 
so of course was the total of property. 

These assessments, though lacking corroboration, are by no means un
realistic. The inventories of farmers in neighbouring Leicestershire at this 
same period show that it was possible for a man's goods to be more readily 
appraised in shillings than in pounds, the domestic chattels even of husband
men worth £10-15 amounting to no more than a pound or two.'7 The parish 
priests of Teigh and Burley had goods worth only 20s. and 26s. 8d. respec
tively, and compare with a Leicestershire priest who has left an inventory 
totalling only 23s. 18 It is not therefore hard to accept that many labourers 
were really worth only £1, or less, particularly as there were men in 
Buckinghamshire who died in 1523-4 leaving goods worth much the same 
as the amounts of their assessments. r9 

But there are still many men to be taken into account. As we observed 
earlier the subsidy rolls contain many names not to be found in the survey, 
and these, belonging predominately to persons assessed at £1, substantially 
modify the story told by the survey alone. The assimilation of the two sources 
presents difficulties due mainly to the fact that many of the assessments in 
the survey were revised in the subsidy. So far as those of £3 and over are 
concerned we can be satisfied with the general picture we already have since 
the overwhelming majority of them occur in both lists and can, without 
serious distortion, be treated as a single group for comparison with men who 
were worthless. With these we must, however cumbersome the result, try 
not only to indicate the variations in assessments, but also to allow for the 
fact that some of them appear only once, others twice or three times. 

For just over half the townships of the county there are three complete 
returns,20 for 1522, 1524 and 1525: 
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Assessment 
Nil 
£1 in one list ) 
Nil/ £1 in two lists J 
£1 in 2 or 3 lists 
£1/ £2 in 2 or 3 lists 
£2 
£3-£200 ... 

TOTAL 

Number of 
persons 

71 

184 

86 
52 
70 

436 

799 

Here the men who are broadly classified as labourers and servants make up 
practically half the total (49 per cent), while the £2 men, many of whom 
were also called labourers, form another 9 per cent. 

Men with "nil" assessments only are now reduced to a minimum, less 
than 10 per cent of the whole, representing those who really had nothing, 
not even taxable wages: the unemployed perhaps. Still, it is not certain that 
all of them were listed. Old men whose military value was negligible were 
noted in only nine villages;2' John Rutlond, the only one in Ashwell, was 
probably included because he owned a little land. Normally the description 
was "yong and pore" or just "pore". But since a young man was unlikely 
to have occupied a tenement, a poor man like Christopher Banys of Emping
ham who was a tenant of the lord of the manor must have been of mature 
years. Sometimes there are obviously too few poor men in a list. This was so 
at Clipsham where the names of the numerous quarrymen are to be found 
concentrated in the subsidy return. On the other hand Edith Weston seems 
really to have had few labourers-six out of 32. Some poverty was more 
apparent than real since some young men would eventually inherit their 
father's farms. But we must not exaggerate their number, for at Great 
Casterton, for example, there were only two instances out of 17 of men 
assessed at nil or £1 bearing the same names as wealthier ones, at Belton four 
out of 18, at Preston four out of 14, and at Ashwell only one out of 14. 

The largest group by far consists of those men who were either assessed 
once only at £1, or occurred in the survey at nil and in one subsidy list at 
£1. They formed a class that was marginally taxable, paying the subsidy 
once at most. The subsidy Act made no provision for such cases, and it 
looks, therefore, as if the collectors, in the light of their knowledge of the 
facts, divided them into two rough halves which were taxed in different years. 
The basis of these people's assessments is confusing. In the survey labourers 
and servants were valued at nil or £1 in goods; in the subsidy at 2os.-or a 
little more-on either goods or wages. But in either case the amount of tax 
was the same, i.e. 4d., and the collectors often failed to maintain a clear 
distinction. Thus in Hambleton and Whitwell every one taxed on wages 
in 1524 paid on goods in 1525, and indeed as far as can be seen there were 
no assessments on wages in Alstoe and Martinsley hundreds in the second 
year. 

Moreover many men stated to have no goods in 1522 were taxed on 
them only 18 months later, as were, for example, four men at Greetham. 
William Wood, a poor weaver of Cottesmore, was omitted from the subsidy 
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in 1524 but assessed at 40s. in 1525. An extreme case is that of John Fletcher 
of Ketton who advanced from poverty in 1522 to £2 and finally £5 in goods; 
if he was the same person in each case he must have prospered exceedingly 
well, or else his earlier assessments were erroneous. However, while there 
might have been no fiscal difference, wages and goods were not in reality 
the same thing. Wage-assessment, if genuine, must have represented a net 
sum after basic living costs had been deducted. During the fifteenth century 
day wages averaged 4d. for labourers and 6d. for artisans. 22 in the 1520s 
they remained the same for labourers around Westminster, though consider
ably more for craftsmen.2 3 In a full year's work of some 300 days a labourer 
should therefore have received about £5. But the hind living with his master 
got only a small sum over and above his board; even in 1563 after prices had 
risen sharply the "common" servant in Rutland got only 33s. 4d. a year, and 
the "mean" servant 24s., both having livery worth 5s. as well. 2 4 Here we 
have the "net" value of wages stated unequivocally. Why then did some 
wage-earners-for so we may class all valued at £1-pay more tax than 
others? Simply because there were differing rates of wages, and also because 
day labourers did not necessarily work all the year. Some of them would have 
occupied very small holdings that were not large enough to subsist on, while 
in an age of low living standards the type of person who was content to 
muddle along on casual earnings would have lived in unbelievable squalor. 

Men whose position was stable enough to qualify them for assessment 
at 20s. twice were much fewer. Their status was commonly that of labourer, 
and we may regard them as cottagers-many held tenements-in contrast to 
servants who presumably lived under their masters' roofs. But descriptions 
tend to be ambiguous. William Johnson of Ketton was twice taxed at as 
much at £2, though in 1522 he was rated at 26s. 8d. and called husbandman. 
Richard Clerk also of Ketton was a labourer worth 40s. in all three lists. A 
Braunston servant with 20s. in goods in the survey was a labourer with 20s. 
wages in 1524. In Empingham there were even servants-of a superior sort 
-with £3 and £4 in goods. Men wavering between £1 and £2 seem to 
repeat on a higher level the characteristics of those who alternated between 
£1 and nothing. The 40-shilling man, smallholder or village craftsman, 
undoubtedly had a real stake in the community, but he was none the less 
poor, desperately so by the standards of more affluent ages, and never wholly 
free from the fear of poverty. Though hardly an out-and-out labourer his 
position was marginal between the wage-earners arid the real husbandman, 
for though usually a smallholder himself, he was not likely to have been 
quite independent of day labour, and, as is clear, could easily slip one rung 
down the social ladder. 

The final picture of the labouring class shows it to have been a large 
and diversified element in the population. Writers of the Tudor age tend 
to hinder rather than help us to understand this fact. Notwithstanding 
official interest in the subject as shown not only in this short-lived experiment 
in taxing wages but also in the monumental Statute of Artificers and fixing 
of wage rates by magistrates, contemporary observers fix their attention
and ours-on yeomen and husbandmen, as the respectable element in rural 
society, and shepherds as the undesirable one, largely it would seem because 
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they were "yll artchers" and were associated with the conversion of arable 
land to sheep walk and the consequent eviction of farmers 2 s But only three 
shepherds were in fact returned in Rutland, and up to this time only four 
villages had been depopulated, of which only Pickworth was of any size or 
had come to a sudden end. 26 Masterless men, rogues and vagabonds, 
naturally do not appear in the returns. The same is true of outright poverty, 
although there can be no doubt as to the existence of a rural proletariat. A 
considerable degree of poverty existed but it is hard to gauge, and we must 
not exaggerate it, remembering that many "yong men and pore" were un
married, while each husbandman was normally the head of a household. To 
a great extent the apparent neglect of the labouring class in the literature of 
the time reflects an agrarian society that was fundamentally a peasant one 
which recognised no real barriers between husbandman and labourer. At 
the same time what little wealth there was in the average Midland village 
was unequally shared. Perhaps half the population had only a minute part of 
it, many men possessing little or nothing beyond the clothes on theirs backs 
and a few shillings in wages. Yet even the small number who enjoyed the 
bulk of the wealth were not rich even by the standards of the time, except 
in a very few cases. Moreover the value of a man's goods were less an index 
of his standard of living than of his position in the community and the extent 
of his business activities. Husbandmen and yeomen lived frugally, keeping 
most of their substance in corn, cattle and farming implements. 2 7 

IV 
In this small agricultural county husbandmen and labourers were over
whelmingly in the majority, with a few men of higher degree, yeomen and 
gentlemen, standing out in marked contrast. A few craftsmen plied their 
trades, mainly in the larger villages and market towns. In many ways the 
clearest social distinction was the ownership of land. 

Number of Number 
Rank persons* with land Per cent 

Knight I I IOO 
Esquires 8 8 IOO 
Gentlemen 27 2I 77 
Priests 5I 29 57 
Yeomen 44 22 50 
Husbandmen (approx.) 1,000 77 7.7 
Labourers and servants (approx.) 900 5 o.6 

TOTALS 2,031 163 

Now this table shows two significant things, the first that status was 
directly linked with land, the second that gentry and yeomen were treated as 
important men and carefully distinguished as a rule, while the line between 
labourers and the poorer husbandmen was often blurred, and we cannot 
be quite certain that all were listed. These returns form a succinct comment 
on society. 

* Apart from women, who are hard to classify, this includes all the county free
holders of any importance. Only beneficed clergy are included. There were 
probably rather more labourers and minor husbandmen; cf. p. 13 above, also 
Appendix I. 
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The incidence of freehold land was closely related to the distribution 
of moveable wealth. The wage earners had few goods, and such land as they 
owned is hardly worth mentioning. Husbandmen formed a large and varied 
class rather more than half the population, and, notwithstanding Bishop 
Latimer's eulogy of his yeoman father, formed the core of rural society. Their 
goods ranged in value from £2 to £30, a very few men had about £40, one 
as much as £60. But the middling sort of peasant farmer was valued at 
only about £5, nearly all of which represented his stock and tackle. He 
tilled his holding aided by his family, perhaps hiring day labourers at the 
busy seasons, or, as is more likely, getting his neighbours to help out and 
doing as much for them. The farm offered a living for only one of his sons, 
the others would have to become labourers unless he could scrape together 
enough to apprentice them to trades. His daughters would marry farmers 
and craftsmen if they were lucky and had a small dowry to offer, otherwise 
they too would have to be content with labourers. A very few husbandmen 
were assessed at only 20s., but these were alternatively described as 
labourers: John Adcock of Oakham declined in status between 1522 and 
1524 although, curiously, the value of his goods doubled. Thomas Horton 
of Exton was "an old man and pore", and his rank obviously recalled what 
he had been in his prime. 

Almost all husbandmen were tenant farmers, probably by copyhold or 
at the lord's will, although direct contemporary evidence on this point is 
lacking. Some held leases: farmers are noted in a few villages, mainly 
occupying rectory lands. William Crane farmed the parsonage at Teigh; for 
a husbandman he was prosperous with goods appraised at £16 and the better 
part of a harness, namely "a jestorn, a sallett, a pair of splynts, a gorgit and a 
bill". Five men with freeholds of upwards of 40s. per annum, and compar
able goods, overlapped the yeoman class, even the lesser gentry. 

Yeomen remain something of a problem. The 44 men so-called were 
an inconsiderable percentage of the community, but on the whole a 
prosperous one. More substantial than husbandmen, half of them had free
holds and their goods ranged from £1 to £80 with a median value of £15, 
although £20 is perhaps a better example of yeoman wealth since it was the 
commonest assessment. One of the two richest men in Rutland was William 
Plavis of Oakham (£200) although according to the subsidy he was a 
pewterer. Mistakes must have occurred over one or two men valued at 40s. 
or less; one of them, however, Thomas a Leyster of Belton, did have a little 
land worth 4s. a year.28 .Several yeomen had the alternative description of 
husbandman including the substantial William Wylkyns of Burley who had 
£30 worth of goods. Five of the eight in Oakham followed trades
pewterer, joiner, miller, butcher and shoemaker. Fifteen others were in the 
service of some lord : four were "reteyned" by them, six were bailiffs of 
townships, the rest were simply servants, including Christopher Lacy of 
Ridlington, "seruant in the Howsehold w1 the lord Hastings". But not all 
such men were yeomen: Richard Grene, bailiff of Teigh and servant to 
Thomas Sherrard, esquire, who had £20 in goods with harness, was a 
husbandman, while a retainer of Sir John Digby was a barber in Oakham. 
Relationships such as these are not always quite clear, as John Parker of 
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Belton was servant to Lord Hastings, while retained to Lord Mountjoy. 
Through these miscellaneous attributes a military purpose can be detected. 
No less than 22 yeomen had arms and armour, r I having the "whole harness 
for a man", of whom six had two or more. At the same time the survey 
reveals that few of the better sort of men in Rutland were furnished as they 
should have been. The bailiffs of Sir Thomas Lovell at Ryhall, Thomas 
and William Netlam (wealthy men worth £80 apiece) had three harnesses 
each; this example, among others, suggests they were the local leaders of 
their lord's tenants from whom they had to levy and equip the soldiers that 
the King might require from his great tenants. 29 But if such a man was the 
local recruiting officer he was not always well equipped for his task: Nicholas 
Hill of Oakham, servant to the King himself, had neither arms nor armour. 

Much of this is speculation. Aside from such intriguing possibilities 
the homely truth is that most yeomen were simple farmers, sometimes more 
prosperous than their neighbours, usually more independent, but unremark
able except in so far as they formed a small, select class, amounting to less 
than 5 per cent of the population. 

Having remarked that some yeomen were also tradesmen it is convenient 
to consider this class of person at this point. Scattered around the villages 
were a number of artisans and traders;J0 the number of trades and of men 
who practised them was probably larger than the records suggest because in 
most villages the officials failed to distinguish them. But we can safely 
assume that some husbandmen were also craftsmen, as nearly every man 
described as a craftsmen in one return is called husbandman in another; both 
descriptions may be taken as correct. Many a village craftsman might have 
found it hard to gain a living in a tiny community without a patch of ground 
to fall back on, a few beasts on the commons, or occasional labour in the 
fields at the busy seasons.3r In any case no village trade was far removed 
from agriculture. It was natural for a butcher to occupy a farm and raise 
beasts: Gregory Smith of Langham was a husbandman in 1522 and a butcher 
in 1524, his neighbour William Berry was just the opposite. William Calles 
of Belton was alternately a husbandman worth £4 and a "dryver" (? drover) 
worth £5. John Webster of Ridlington, assessed in the subsidy at £10, 
was a "keper", very possibly of Leighfield Forest;J2 his position also seems to 
ally him with the gentry or yeomanry.33 Occasionally some light is thrown 
on a man's exact job in husbandry. A shepherd or neatherd is mentioned in 
a handful of townships. Stretton had one of each, Exton two shepherds; 
economically they were labourers. A thatcher, William Turlington of 
Preston, would be as much concerned with ricks as with houses, 

The most common of the manual trades was tailoring. Ten tailors are 
listed-twice the number of weavers-two of whom lived in Exton and two 
in Cottesmore. The only two shoemakers both dwelt at North Luffenham. 
Langham, as we have seen, had two of the three butchers, Exton had two of 
the four recorded smiths. Except in these larger villages craftsmen were 
scattered round the county. Concentrations occurred at Belton where there 
were wright, smith, weaver and tailor, and at Empingham, tailor, weaver, 
carpenter and miller. That these examples cannot be exhaustive is indicated 
by the fact only three millers were returned, at Empingham, Barrow and 
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Burley, and none at all in villages situated on the rivers in south Rutland 
where there must have been several mills at work. The manors of Oakham 
and Langham included three windmills and two others,34 and Whitwell also 
had one.35 

Few crafts were very profitable. The best the many tailors, the weavers, 
the wrights and the solitary thatcher could show for their labours was 40s.; 
millers and carpenters rose as high as £3. In a higher class were two shoe
makers with £2 and £6 in goods, a tanner with £8, and butchers with up 
to £20; smiths ranged from £2 to £14. Many artisans had only their wages 
or were poor men; some must have been journeymen or apprentices. 

Although nearly all gentry owned land,36 some were not far removed 
from trade. Francis Brown of Tolethorpe, one of the first inen of the county, 
was a great-nephew of William Brown, Merchant of the Staple and benefactor 
of his native town of Stamford. Through his aunt who had married another 
Stapler, William Warren of Oakham, Brown was related to James Warren, 
gentleman, the leading inhabitant of the county town.37 The chattels of 
gentlemen ranged from as little as £3 to as much as £200, four of them 
being assessed at upwards of £100, though the median figure was only 
20 marks, at which three were appraised. There seems to be no reason to 
question the lowest figures, for they relate to men who were connected to 
important county families as younger sons or poor relations; such as 
William Haryngton of Ridlington £3, and Thomas Haryngton of Ridlington 
(later Empingham) £5. John Digby of Preston and Thomas Greneham of 
Normanton, though assessed at only £4 apiece, had substantial incomes from 
land. The goods of esquires were between £20 and £100, but those of 
John Haryngton the elder of Exton, head of perhaps the chief county family, 
are not given. Several gentlemen also held the farm of rectory lands, among 
them John Digby at Preston, Thomas Greneham the younger at Normanton, 
and Roger Flower, who succeeded his father as squire of Whitwell in 1523, 
at Edith Weston. There is no indication why this class of man took these 
leases, but it may well be that family influence was instrumental in getting 
them. · 

Esquires and gentlemen were the natural leaders of the country folk, 
yet no fewer than 20 villages lacked a resident, gentleman who could fill the 
position of squire, and it is difficult to see how some of the lesser gentry like 
Laurence Barkeley of Whissendine or John Felding of Manton, to mention 
only two, could have cut effective figures in that role and taken precedence 
over husbandmen who were wealthier than they. Gentlemen as such were 
less martial than the humbler yeomen; only nine had arms or harness, two 
of them not even a complete suit-John Digby had but "a Sallet & a pair 
of Briggandines a gorgit wt a Bill". However, all esquires kept harness, 
except for John Haryngton of Ridlington. David Cecill of Tinwell had no 
less than 20 suits, and between them the eight squires could furnish a total 
of 50 men, far more than every one else in the county put together. 

The 50 or so clergymen of Rutland fitted pretty well into the social 
framework of their parishes. The beneficed ones ranked as landowners and 
corresponded closely to the peasant farmers ; a few fortunate ones could vie 
with the gentry. Richard Stokesley, parson of North Luffenham, who died 
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in 1525, disposed in his will38 of four cows, three horses and 50 sheep, besides 
over £2 in money, and ample bedding, brassware and pewter. His income 
was a high one, £16 per annum. The rank and file of "parish priests" were 
little better off than labourers: Thomas Kelso, who was chantry priest at 
Egleton 20 years later, was "very pore man and of good reporte".39 Their 
average stipend was between £5 and £6, which works out at about 4d. a 
day, a labourer's wage. Similarly with their goods, these men ranged from 
20 marks to 20s., and no fewer than six priests out of 22 had the minimum 
of £1. The chantry priests, three in number, and the two chaplains of 
the hospital of Oakham were similarly placed: in the one hand there was 
Henry Awyng of Barrowden with a stipend of 46s. 8d. and negligible goods, 
on the other the priest at Clipsham who enjoyed £7 worth of each. 

The average income of resident rectors was £14, their personal estates 
were as high as the £40 of William Urmeston of Cottesmore and as low as 
the 26s. 8d. of Thomas Masson of Teigh, who must have been something 
of a spendthrift since his living was worth the respectable sum of 20 marks. 
Ten incumbents of vicarages, with somewhat smaller incomes, had goods 
worth from £2, in the cases of the vicars of Hambleton and Whissendine, 
to £24 6s. 8d. belonging to the vicar of Empingham. Three had the median 
sum of £5. 

Every class had its rich and its poor members, and inevitably there was 
much overlapping, but certain facts stand out clearly. Husbandmen, despite 
a few prosperous men, were humble folk of modest means; along with 
labourers and servants they formed the great majority of country people. 
The higher classes were few in numbers, less than 7 per cent of the population, 
but they owned most of the land which was not in the possession of persons 
living outside the county and something like half the personal property. The 
secular clergy were not on the whole a wealthy body; the gentry and 
yeomanry were-compared with the peasantry-a fact which the existence 
of both yeomen and gentlemen of limited resources does not alter. 

V 

None of the villages of Rutland quite conformed to the general pattern. 
Like the county they were small. Two-thirds of them numbered fewer than 
30 households, that is they had less than 150 inhabitants. Only four exceeded 
300 in population, and two of these ranked as market towns- Such tiny 
units must have been very close-knit communities, especially as most were 
peopled exclusively by peasant farmers and craftsmen and had no resident 
squire. They differed in no essential from, say, Wigston Magna4° not many 
miles away in Leicestershire. The social structure of Oakham, the county 
town, was comparable with that of the market towns of Buckinghamshire,41 

or, indeed, the much larger centre of Leicester.42 Settlements of this general 
character were to be found all over lowland England. 

Preston furnishes a good example of an average Rutland village. It 
represents the median in size with about 20-25 families, say 120 souls. The 
survey names 28 male residents including 15 husbandmen, 6 labourers, 6 
servants and a thatcher. The only resident landowner was John Digby, 
gentleman; he also farmed the parsonage. However, in spite of his income 
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of £5 a year his goods were worth only £4, which is substantially less than 
what most husbandmen had, and they were only copyholders. Hence he 
may not have been recognised as squire. Every one else, with the exception 
of seven young and poor labourers and servants, was a "tenant to the Cheiff 
lord", who in Preston was the King. 

In personal property the leading man was Thomas Ireland, husbandman, 
who at £25 was in a class on his own. Six other farmers were valued at 
£ro-15 each. (In a village like Egleton or Brooke they would have been 
the richest men.) There were two with £8 and £6 respectively, and a sort of 
lower middle class of four with £3-5 each. As in the county at large the 
median valuation of husbandmen was £5-6. The four men who had £2 
or four marks bridged the gap between farmer and labourer: two of them 
were called labourers, one being reduced to an assessment of 20s. in wages 
in the subsidy; and one husbandman became a labourer at the same time 
though not revalued. From the subsidy we get the name of William 
Turlington a thatcher assessed at 40s. and apparently the only man who had 
a trade. By 1525 he had removed to Ayston where, if he had not already 
done so, he had taken to husbandry and was appraised at £4. The four 
labourers mentioned in the subsidy were appraised at £1 each, on goods 
except for one who had wages. Had the list for 1525 survived we should 
probably find two or three more names, almost certainly labourers'.43 

Ignoring the few men who are in the subsidy only, the total value of 
goods in Preston was £148 of which no less than £ro4 belonged to fewer 
than a third of the inhabitants, and indeed 57 per cent was in the hands of 
five men valued at £14 or more. Exactly half the people had practically 
nothing. But in spite of this inequality no class was clearly marked off from 
the others by its wealth. Three labourers and two servants bore the same 
names as husbandmen, and very likely were their sons serving their 
apprenticeship in husbandry with them or with other farmers: Robert 
Andrew, for instance, was taxed on wages. However, the proportion of 
young men so situated was higher than in many villages, and the sons of 
Thomas Ireland and Thomas Cooper, two of the richest men, were better 
off than most of their confreres with £2 worth of goods each. The largest 
family in the village, the Jarmans, consisted of five labourers, all assessed 
once only at £1 except for Thomas who had nothing at all. These apparently 
had little enough in common with the Irelands, the Coopers and the Shelds, 
but the gap was bridged by the Wynter family whose chief member, Thomas, 
with four marks in goods was alternately husbandman and labourer. Here 
as elsewhere economic differences stand out but social stratification is elusive. 

Husbandmen, we may reasonably assume, were heads of families, 
servants, single men living under their masters' roofs. Labourers are harder 
to place. Five of the six in the survey, including the presumed sons of 
Ireland and Cooper, were tenants of the lord, and therefore, it would seem, 
householders themselves, unless their holdings were simply small pieces of 
land. 

Little Casterton is a thorough-going, if untypical, contrast. In 1522 
society there consisted of the five members of the family of Francis Brown, 
esquire, of Tolethorpe Hall, owning £500 in goods altogether, the parson, a 
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wealthy yeoman and a substantial husbandman. The remaining seven were 
poor young servants and labourers. The subsidy lists add nine more wage
earners but no other men of substance. Thus, since four of the Brown family 
were minors, four-fifths of the men of the village were dependent on the Hall 
or on one of three other households. Four are in fact known to have been 
servants of Francis Brown, one of Henry Bokyngham, yeoman. 

Ingthorpe, a hamlet settlement, contained six husbandmen, the chief of 
whom had only £10 worth of goods. The sole labourer had 40s. in goods. 
The subsidy adds one more man assessed once at 40s. in goods and once at 
20s. on wages. Thorpe by Water was broadly similar, even though its eight 
listed inhabitants included one reputed to be a yeoman with £16 in goods 
and a gentleman with £7. There was one wage-earner. But whereas no 
one in Ingthorpe owned land, five men in Thorpe did so : Christopher 
Scherffylde, gentleman, was assessed at £5 13s. 4d., William Haryson, 
yeoman, at £2; three husbandmen had from 6s. 8d. to 20s. worth. Small 
settlements on the whole were either thoroughly "middle class", or else had 
one or two rich men and a lot of poor ones. Indeed wherever there were a 
few rich or very rich men there were also many labourers : Ketton and 
Lyddington were large villages where this was the case. 

The average village was peopled by farmers, craftsmen and labourers. 
As we have already noticed, almos.t all men who wor~ed at a trade were at 
the least smallholders too. But only in a few villages was an attempt made 
to list occupations other than husbandry. The occupational census of Exton 
includes an esquire, a gentleman, 36 husbandmen and ten labourers,44 
together with two smiths, two tailors, two shepherds, a miller and a weaver. 
Langham, in addition to a yeoman, 49 husbandmen, 23 labourers and four 
servants, possessed two butchers, a barker or tanner, tailor, turner and wright. 
There were also four widows whose goods placed them with the husband
men. But in nearly every other place officials, eschewing such niceties, stuck 
to plain terms of rank, though we may be sure that the term "husbandman" 
often concealed a part-time craftsman. 

In one respect Preston was not a typical community: it had no resident 
priest. Christopher Goodworth, .clle rector, lived somewhere else and no 
parish priest is mentioned. It is, of course, possible that the parson's absence 
-or the curate's-was temporary. None the less, there were 12 villages and 
hamlets that apparently had no spiritual father at all. Eight of them had 
parish churches. Some parishes, Tickencote and Pilton for instance, were 
small, but Ashwell, Greetham and Preston itself were of fair size-120-140 
people; and the rectory of Barrow was annexed to Cottesmore with the con· 
sequence that upwards of 300 people had to share one parson. Chapelries 
were presumably served from the mother churches, but this too meant that 
large numbers of people were dependent on the ministrations of single
handed clergymen. Ketton with Tixover comprised a cure of around 500 
souls, Ryhall with Essendine 250, and Hambleton with Braunston 300. Yet 
Belton, a chapelry of Wardley, had its own priest, William Haukridge (in
correctly styled vicar), and so did Caldecote, attached to Lyddington. 
Perhaps the fact that the bishop had a manor house at the latter place ensured 
that proper arrangements were made.45 
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Whitwell, Clipsham, Barrowden, Burley and Egleton had chantries. In 
the first three this simply meant an extra hand to assist with parish duties; 
indeed at Barrowden there were actually three clergymen, parson, parish 
priest and chantry priest, although later on things changed and in 154 5 the 
rector was paying the chantry priest to take the cure of souls 46 In the tiny 
village of Whitwell John Reynold can have found little to do after saying 
his daily mass, and perhaps like his successor was "exercysed in the education 
of youthe in leivynge".47 At Burley, on the other hand, there was no one 
but a parish priest who perhaps served the chantry too. Egleton had need 
of its chantry priest because, as a chapelry of Oakham, it had no other 
minister. Village folk valued the services of these men, as chantry certificates 
testify: Richard Taylor of Clipsham was still alive and in office in 1545 at the 
advanced age of 87, "a man of very honest conuersation"48 who must have 
been something of an institution there. Manton had an unusual institution 
in the College of Blessed Mary founded in 1356 expressly for the maintenance 
of divine service in the parish church.49 In 1522 the rector, Robert Newton, 
was master of the college, with one chaplain, whom the survey listed as parish 
priest at a stipend of seven marks; but neither then nor in 1534 was there a 
second chaplain as provided for in the foundation. 

There were only two small market towns. That no more were needed 
is clear from the fact that various other markets and fairs had fallen into 
disuse.so Oakham had under 600 inhabitants; Uppingham ("but one meane 
streete, and ... but a very meane chirche")s1 had only half as many and was 
thus no larger than the villages of Langham or Lyddington. Both kept their 
open fields, and most of their inhabitants were farmers. The only features 
that made them different from other places were their markets and the larger 
proportion of men engaged in trades; nearly a quarter of the men of Oakham 
plied one, though more worked on the land. 

Occupation Goods Occupation Goods 

1 Gentleman £66 1 tailor £i 
2 yeomen £8-20 1 draper £25 
33 husbandmen £1-20 1 mercer £10 
55 labourers £0-1 1 tanner £6 
18 servants 0 2 glovers £1-4 
4 priests lI-5 3 shoemakers £6-20 
2 bakers £1-8 1 joiner £40 
3 butchers £2-15 1 turner £10 
1 grocer £50 2 smiths £4-6 
r miller £8 3 pewterers £1, £r, £200 
1 weaver £5 1 furbisher 0 
r fuller £i 1 chapman £1 
2 shearmen £2-6 2 barbers £3-8 
2 dyers £5-7 1 minstrel 0 

As elsewhere most craftsmen were farmers as well; perhaps some farmers 
had trades for at first glance this list looks incomplete, lacking for example 
carpenters or wheelwrights. But Oakham was not an incorporated town and 
had never had any sort of gild to regulate its crafts; thus some men could 
practise two crafts just as others combined trade with husbandry. Richard 
Morecroft was described as grocer at one time, mercer at another. What 
proportion of the labourers were in fact apprentices and journeymen it is 
impossible to say. Though few in number, tradesmen lent Oakham a distinct 
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character as the centre of the surrounding countryside. Here were assembled 
the few dealers in the finer wares-there were a wax chandler and a haber
dasher at Uppingham-while the clothworkers significantly included finishers 
and dealers but only one weaver, showing that it was here that the cloths 
made in the villages were sheared, fulled and dyed. It was not, however, a 
centre of the clothing industry, and it is probable that the village weavers 
usually wove "huswyfies or householde clothe"s2 only. 

In general selling seems to have been more profitable than manufactur
ing, but the strongest contrast is between rich and poor, for Oakham sheltered 
not only one of the wealthiest men in the county and several others of no 
mean stature, but also many poor: 49 out of 123 listed in the survey, while 
a further 19 were assessed at no more than 20s. in goods. The subsidy raises 
the proportion of this class to well over 60 per cent, and as the number of 
such persons in the Soke was on the low side it would seem that they tended 
to gravitate towards the town as offering them a better prospect than their 
native villages.s3 

VI 
We have tried to piece together a description of the people of a small part of 
the rural Midlands as it was in the 1520s, largely untouched by enclosures 
and depopulation.54 Its people were peasants, few of them freeholders, 
whose landlords were strangers more often than not. The few men of superior 
rank were not really wealthy representatives of their class. But the relative 
uniformity of social status did not bring with it economic equality, for the 
limited wealth of the community was unevenly distributed, and more than 
half the people had very little of it. There were, therefore, the elements of a 
rural proletariat, yet we must refrain from using the term in any pejorative 
sense since in every respect the line between husbandman and craftsman on 
the one hand and labourer and servant on the other is often so lacking in 
precision as to be almost without meaning. In the open-field village there 
was no "we and they". 

Although the survey is silent on many of the problems of the period, we 
cannot doubt their existence. Indeed silence can be eloquent, as with the lost 
villages of Horn, where the church was described in 1534 as "modo 
devasta".ss and Pickworth, where years later there stood only the lonely 
steeple popularly called "mock begger".s6 Nothing is said about the survival 
of bondmen, although one actually received his freedom at Langham in 
1525.s1 This was William Dikman, alias Clerk, who, if included in the 
survey, was listed without comment, for there are no less than three William 
Dikmans as well as a William Clerk. But in any case he was the last of his 
kind of whom there is any record in Rutland. Finally there is no sign of the 
impending crisis in the Church except in so far as it is shown to have been 
in a run-down condition. The local clergy were well matched with their 
parishioners; there were few monks, no friars, and no pardoners, summoners 
or any of that ilk. 

Early Tudor Rutland could perhaps be termed a backwater, but its 
freedom from the tensions of the period meant that it could preserve many 
if not most of the characteristics of an earlier time; of a stage in rural life 
that was rapidly passing away in other parts of England.58 
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APPENDIX I 

THE COVERAGE OF THE RETURNS 

None of the lists for 1522-5 is complete, except possibly in the case of a few very 
small townships. In theory each should give the names of all male inhabitants aged 
16 and over, with the values of their lands and goods, if any, or wages in the case of 
the subsidy. Having been compiled within less than three years of each other, they 
should be nearly identical. In fact there are wide discrepancies, e.g. for Hambleton 
there is a total of 48 names, but the individual lists contain only 37, 34 and 34 
respectively; only 22 names are common to all three. The combined figures for all 
parishes for which there are three returns are : 

1522 1524 1525 
456 433 391 

Total 
667 

Wastage between the making of any two returns is too great to be due to natural 
causes alone: at Hambleton 7 out of 34 names (21 per cent) in the 1524 list are 
not in the 1525. An annual crude death rate of 5 per cent would have been fairly 
high (cf. graph for the eighteenth century in G. M. Trevelyan's English Social 
History, 343). Very few cases of migration can be traced. However, it is clear that 
the great majority of people missing from one or more return were assessed at less 
than £2: the frequency with which a man was listed was directly linked to the size 
of his assessment. In Hambleton persons occur as follows, according to the size of 
their assessments: 

At £2 and over, 19 occur three times, 6 twice, 8 once. 
Nil or £1, 4 occur three times, 4 twice, 7 once. 

This is a moderate example; at Ketton 84 per cent of the lowest assessed men occur 
only once. 

A further point to be observed is that the aggregate from tpree returns averages 
10 per cent more than that from two, i.e. the survey and one subsidy schedule, the 
difference being accounted for almost entirely by £1 assessments. 

It is impossible to make satisfactory allowance for natural change and movement 
of population, or for persons omitted from all lists, if any; but in the last resort these 
factors may be assumed to cancel each other out. The aggregate from three returns, 
or from two when increased by an average 10 per cent, probably represents the whole 
adult male population, or something very close to it. The number of widows 
mentioned is very small. 



APPENDIX Il 

DISTRIBUTION OF GOODS 

(a) BY HUNDREDS 

Number of persons Total value of goods -£ 
Under Under 

Parish 0 £2 £2 £3-5 £6-9 £10-19 £20-39 £40-99 £ I 00- Total £2 £2 £3-5 £6-9 £ 10-19 £20-39 £40-99 £100- Total 
£ 

East Hundred 63 34 3I 3I 22 24 I6 9 6 236 34 62 II8 I54 183 268 545 600 2164 
Soke of Oakham 90 51 37 66 56 30 II 2 I 344 53 75 258 39I 371 258 90 200 1696 
Alstoe 59 38 25 59 22 40 8 I 252 43 50 217 159 500 172 60 I20I 
Wrangdike 64 47 42 40 31 46 34 9 3 316 53 84 146 217 548 770 390 453 2661 
Martinsley 57 29 34 64 22 44 25 I 276 30 69 251 153 557 576 50 1686 

333 199 169 260 I53 184 94 22 IO 1424 213 240 990 1074 2259 2144 II35 1253 9408 

N (b) THE SOKE OF 0AKHAM 
\J\ 

Number of persons Total value of goods -£ 
Under Under 

Parish 0 £2 £2 £3-5 £6-9 £10-19 £20-39 £40-99 £100- Tota l £2 £2 £3-5 £6-9 £10-19 £20-39 £40-99 £100- Total 
£ 

Belton 6 6 2 13 7 34 6 4 47 47 104 
Braunston 3 6 6 8 5 5 2 35 6 I2 34 35 60 40 187 
Clipsham ... 3 I 4 2 I 2 13 I 8½ 6 7 28 so½ 
Egleton 7 2 3 4 16 IO 20 46 76 
Wardley .. . 2 I 5 3 2 I 14 I IO IO 25 24 70 
Brooke 5 3 3 3 6 I 2I 3 6 13 43 I2 77 
Langham 15 15 9 I9 I7 IQ 3 88 16 18½ 70 II8 II9 76 4I7½ 
Oakham .. . 35 14 6 9 I2 4 5 2 I 88 12¾ I2 43 85 55 II8 90 200 617¾ 
Abbot's Fee in 

Oakham with 
Barleythorpe 14 5 2 7 5 2 35 5 4 25 36 26 96 

90 51 37 66 56 30 II 2 I 344 52¾ 75 258 391 371 258 90 200 1695f 
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NOTES 

1. A French historian compared it to the Domesday Inquest: Rapin de Theyras, 
History of England (trans. N . Tindal, 1732), i. 750. 

2. J. Stow, Annals (1631), 515. 
3. Letters and Papers of Henry VIII (hereafter cited as L.P.), iii. no. 2484. 
4. S. Dowell, History of Taxation and Taxes (1882), i. u7, sqq. 
5. P.R.O., E. 36/ 55, and a copy, E. 36/ 54. 
6. P.R.O., E. 189/165, IIO, II2, II3 . 
7. See Appendix I for the question of coverage by each return. 
8. The existing returns yield a total of 2,038 males. This can be corrected to 

2,174 by increasing by ro per cent the total for each township for which there 
are only two returns. (This is derived from analysis of the figures for townships 
with three.) This figure may still be too small, though by a very small amount, 
say I or 2 per cent, but no allowance is made, or indeed can be, for changes 
due to natural causes. 

The number of adult (over 16) females is assumed to equal the males. 
Children are estimated at approximately 40 per cent of the total population 
thus: 

IO 
2174X-= 7247 

3 

Cf. D. C. Coleman, "Labour in the English Economy in the Seventeenth 
Century", in Econ. Hist. Rev., ser. 2, viii (1956), 280-95, showing the percentage 
of under-r5s in 1695 as 38-4, in 1821 as 39.5. Proportions were probably 
similar in the sixteenth century. 

9. I am indebted to Dr. W. G. Hoskins for suggesting that the annual value of 
land (based on the survey for Surrey and part of Suffolk) averaged £32 per 
r,ooo acres. This holds good for the Rutland townships for which we have full 
figures, including the King's manors of Oakham, Egleton and Langham-lately 
escheated on the attainder of the Duke of Buckingham-which totalled £196 p.a. 
(P.R.O., E. 36/181). £529 for his other manors seems a fair estimate. This 
leaves £Sr to cover other gaps. The recorded total for non-resident laymen 
is £475; grand total £2,206. The hypothetical total is £32 X97,273(acres)= 
£3,012, approx., leaving £806 (£725+£81) as the deficit. 

10. Horn and Pickworth are not mentioned. Horn may be included with John 
Haryngton's estates in Exton. 

11. There may be a few defects in the Church total. The Bishop's manors of Stoke 
Dry and Caldecote are not valued, but may be included with Lyddington, worth 
£53. The Prior of Oulston in 1536 had land called "Pickworth Stocking" which 
was the farm of a pasture worth 13s. 4d. : V.C.H. Rutland, ii. 226. 

12. Rutland Magazine, i. 204. 
13. Valor Ecc/esiasticus, iv. 343-4 for Deanery of Oakham; ii. 52, iii. 86, iv. ro, 14 

and 314. The valuations of 1522 and 1535 are very similar, most variations 
being of a minor character, e.g. Whissendine, £6 13s. 4d. in 1522, £7 in 1535. 
Where they differ the Valor usually has the higher figure, failing perhaps to 
discount the stipends of assistant curates. In a few cases it corrects an absurd 
figure, e.g. Pilton Rectory at £4 17s. 6d. compared with 13s. 4d. 

14. Residents with lands outside the county can be traced in the subsidy in which a 
man's land was assessed en bloc and not piecemeal by locality as in the survey. 
Clear examples are Edward Catesby-lands in Rutland £27 r3s., lands assessed 
in the subsidy £38; and Simon Swaffeld of Braunston-in Rutland £13, in the 
subsidy £42. 

15. Two peers, for example, were comparatively unimportant landlords in Rutland: 
Lord Zouch with a total of £12 in several townships, and Lord Scrope with £4 
in Great Casterton. 

Anthony Ardes, gentleman, of Sherington, co. Bucks., had lands worth 
£8 ros. in Glaston and Manton, and five tenants whose goods aggregated £26. 
In Buckinghamshire his lands were valued altogether at about £15; details of 
lords and tenants were not recorded there (Bodi. Lib., MS. Eng. Hist. e 187, 
ff. 186, 187, 188). 

16. The same is true of non-residents assuming they were qualified to vote in 
Rutland. They were 26 in number; 17 were gentlemen or better; the status of 
four is not given. 

17. W . G . Hoskins, Essays in Leicestershire History (1951), 147-8. 
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19. Bucks. Record Office, Register of Wills for 1523-7, f. 5v, Jn. Hill of Amersham 
£36 13s. 6d. (survey £30); f. 7v, Wm. Saye of Little Missenden 27s. 6d. (20s.); 
f. 24v, Ric. Warwyke of Maids Moreton £5 4s. 6d. (£6 13s. 4d.). The survey 
may have allowed the value of standing crops as the subsidy did by implication; 
inventories included it. W. Saye's parish is not stated in his inventory, but the 
identification is practically certain. 

20. East Hundred (=II townships), Ashwell, Cottesmore, Greetham, Thistleton, and 
Whitwell in Alstoe hundred, Hambleton in Martinsley hundred, North Luffen
ham, Glaston, Morcott, Pilton, and Seaton in · Wrangdike hundred. 

21. Ashwell, Cottesmore, Barrow, Thistleton, Keeton, Tixover, Egleton, Langham 
and Oakham. 

22. J . E . T. Rogers, Six Centuries of Work and Wages (1884), 327. 
23. Lord Beveridge, "Westminster Wages in the Manorial Era", in Econ. Hist. Rev., 

2nd ser., viii (1955), 18-35. 
24. V.C.H. Rutland, i. 220. 
25. Tawney and Power, Tudor Economic Documents, iii. 55. 
26. M. W . Beresford, The Lost Villages of England (1954), 200, 383-4. 
27. Hoskins, lac. cit. Not more than one-seventh of a Leicestershire farmer's wealth 

at this time was in domestic or personal goods. 
28. None of the other doubtful cases held land; two were mentioned in the subsidy 

only. Robert Fishlack of Thistleton was labourer with 30s. goods in 1522, 
yeoman with 20s. wages in 1524. 

29. I am indebted to Dr. J. J. Goring for permission to cite his unpublished thesis 
"The Military Obligations of the English People, 15u-1558" (London Ph.D. 
1955). The usual method of raising soldiers was for the King to call on various 
lords and gentlemen to furnish them. The recipient of su:::h a commission 
looked first among his household servants and secondly his tenants. Both types 
of men are distinguished by the survey; the generally superior status of servants 
and retainers clearly points to them as "key personnel". 

30. The census of trades (Oakham and Uppingham excepted) is : 
barker 1 carpenter 3 turner 1 

(i.e. tanner) wright 4 weaver 5 
butcher 3 smith 4 tailor 10 
thatcher 1 miller 3 shoemaker 2 

31. Cf. W. H . B. Court, The Rise of the Midland Industries (1938), eh. ii and iii, 
and p. 42: "combination of agricultural with industrial pursuits was probably 
common enough among midlanders of the Tudor and Stuart times." 

32. Two keepers of Leighfield were among those who, at the time of the Dissolution, 
had their meals at Brooke Priory "apon an old prescription": Rutland Magazine, 
i. 204. 

33. Appointments as ranger, one granted to a courtier, in 1524 are in L.P., iv, pt. 1, 
no. 137/u. 

34. J. Wright, The History and Antiquities of the County of Rut!and (1684), 97. 
35. P .R.O., C. 147/40/23. 
36. Two of the six landless gentlemen belonged to the important Haryngton family, 

and two others, William and Robert Brown, were young relations of Francis 
Brown of Tolethorpe "in his kepyng". 

37. Wright, 129. 
38. Leics. & Rutland Notes & Queries, iii (1895), 225-6. He was not assessed in 

the Survey and had probably not arrived there, having been presented only in 
Jan. 1522 : L.P., iii, no. 2016. 

39. P.R.O. E. 301/39, no. 8. 
40. Cf. W. G. Hoskins, The Midland Peasant (1957). 
41. Cf. Bodi. Lib. MS. Eng. Hist. e. 187. 
42. W. G. Hoskins in Studies in Social History (ed. J. H. Plumb, 1955), 41-3. 
43. The 33 persons found in the two extant lists may be increased by IO per cent, 

i.e. three; see Appendix I. 
44. A very small number for a place of this size; something in the region of 30 

would be more credible. 
45. See V .C.H . Rutland, ii, for details of parish organisation. 
46. P.R.O., E. 301/39, no. 2. 
47. Ibid., no. 3. 
48. Ibid., no. 5. 
49. V .C.H. Rutland, i. 163. 
50. See V.C.H. Rutland, i. 216, ii. 140, 170, 242. 
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51. J. Leland, Itinerary, ed. L. T. Smith, i. 22. 
52. Cf. Stat. of Artificers, 5 Eliz. I, c. 5, s. xxii. In later times these were called 

customer weavers: J. H . Clapham, An Economic History of Modern Britain 
(1939), i. 159-61. 
i. 159-61. 

53. I hope shortly to discuss towns in more detail in an article in the Economic 
History Review. 

54. Information kindly furnished by Mr. W. E. Tate. 
55. V alor Ecclesiasticus, iv. 343. 
56. Wright, 106. 
57. L.P. iv, no. 722; cf. A. Savine's list in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc., new ser., xvii. 285. 
58. I have pleasure in recording my thanks to Dr. W. G . Hoskins for his great 

assistance in the preparation of this article, and to Prof. Jack Simmons and Dr. 
H . P. R. Finberg for their interest and encouragement. 


